
A Plan Gone Wrong 
A Star Wars Film 

 

Overview :  
 

Clan Plageuis has taken up the opportunity to engage in combat with Vizsla due to a 
misunderstanding of a contract attempted by a Vizsla member. It’s up to One of the members of 
Vizsla to investigate what really went down and bring it to the surface as the two clans rage out 
of control in a galactic scale battle. 
 

Genre :  
 
Action, Science Fiction, Fantasy, Adventure, Space Western 
 

Casting : 
 
Ronovi Tavisaen - Zac Efron 
 
Val Cole - George Clooney 
 
Declan Roark - Hugh Jackman 
 
TuQ'uan Varick - Robert Downey Jr. 
 
Dral Falgorth - Nick Offerman 
 
Khryso Mallus - Taron Egerton 
 
Rulvak Qurroc - Taylor Lautner 
 

Merchandising : 
 
Clan designated shirts/hoodies/pendants 



An artifact from Vizsla vaults 
 
Lego/Model ships from the movie 
 

First Scene : 
 

Cast on scene :  
George Clooney (Val Cole), Zac Efron (Ronovi Tavisaen), Declan Roark (Hugh 

Jackman), Ship Soldier #1 (Extra), Ship Soldier #2 (Extra), Bridge Crew 1-10 (Extra) 
 

Setting : 
The title screen transcends seamlessly to the view of the planet Zsoldos with a zoom 

into the view of a few Immobilizer 418-class Heavy Cruisers in orbit overlooking Zsoldos. 
Continuous zoom through the view glass of one of the Heavy Cruisers in the command deck 
with crew and officers tending to their stations. Two soldiers flank Val and Declan who stand in 
the center of the command deck with the soldiers as sentries and bridge protection. 
 
Val : Looking over statistics on a holopad with graphs and charts “Our profits are only increasing 
with each passing week, the only real concern we have is constant repairs and ship 
replacements due to one of our members of Deathwatch constantly using our clans ships as his 
own personal bombs, and another killing our own units due to … and I quote ‘Incompetence or 
lack of actual worth.’” 
 
Declan : “I can assume that would be Kano and Dral then? They get results however, what is 
their quarter profit in relation?” 
 
Val : Flipping through the holopad “ Seems they’re both are in the top 10 of clan profits, though 
should we really encourage this behavior?” 
 
Declan : “Our clan's belief is credits, not words. They’re doing their job and turning a profit, leave 
it be” 
 
Begin rotating camera view towards the bridge viewpoint around Declan and Val 
 
Bridge Crewman #4 : “Sir, we’re receiving a transmission from the Ascendancy” 
 
Declan : “Possibly another high-end contract from Plagueis, patch it through” 
 
The hologram of Ronovi emerges with him pacing in and out of view. 



 
Ronovi : “You’ve made a terrible mistake Vizsla, Let this be the day you burn as the might of the 
Sith glass your little hideouts to the core of the planet!” 
 
Val : “What's the meaning of thi…” 
 
Ronovi : “Don’t play innocent! You know very well what the meaning of this is, I have your 
assassin and you will soon meet the same fate he has.” 
 
Declan : “Let me assure you Lord Ronovi, We have no idea what you’re talking about. I can 
assume it must be due to some assassination attempt?” 
 
Still pacing Ronovi will settle into center view of the Hologram 
 
Ronovi : “So you do have an idea, well I think it’s time I respond to it in kind” 
 
See the Ascendancy fleet warp into view from the bridge view. 


